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Unnat Bharat Abhiyan is inspired by the vision of transformational change 

in rural development processes by leveraging knowledge institutions to help 

build the architecture of an Inclusive India. Their mission is conceptualised 

as a movement to enable processes that connect institutes of higher 

education with local communities to address the development challenges of 

rural India through participatory processes and appropriate technologies for 

accelerating sustainable growth. It also aims to create a virtuous cycle 

between the society and an inclusive university system by providing 

knowledge and practices for emerging professions and to upgrade the 

capabilities of both the public and the private sectors.  

1. Vision: Unnat Bharat Abhiyan is inspired by the vision of 

transformational change in rural development processes by leveraging 

knowledge institutions to help build the architecture of an Inclusive India.  

2. Mission: The Mission of Unnat Bharat Abhiyan is to enable higher 

educational institutions to work with the people of rural India in identifying 

development challenges and evolving appropriate solutions for accelerating 

sustainable growth. It also aims to create a virtuous cycle between society 

and an inclusive academic system by providing knowledge and practices for 

emerging professions and to upgrade the capabilities of both the public and 

the private sectors in responding to the development needs of rural India.  

 

Unnat Bharat Abhiyan 
MIT Academy of Engg. 
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In the academic year 2021-22, we have conducted two activities as, 

1. Poster & Video Making Competition for Students 

2. Hackathon for Rural Development  
 
Poster & Video Making Competition for Students 
We have organised a “Poster and Video Making Competition for Students”. The motivation in 

conducting this competition is to create awareness regarding COVID-19, especially in the rural 

areas, so that we avoid the 3rd wave. In this competition 48 students were participated, that is 

eight videos and eight posters from 16 student groups. From these we have shortlisted two 

videos and two posters and submitted to state level competition that is to Regional Coordinating 

Institute (IIT Bombay).  

 

The further details of competition is given below,  

The posters and videos can be prepared on any of the below mentioned themes, preferably 

in Marathi, using English/ Hindi Subtitles for videos: 

 

Themes:  

1. COVID-19 Awareness 

2. Importance of Vaccination 

3. Importance of Healthy Lifestyle, Yoga, Meditation and Ayurvedic Practices 

4. Usage and disposal of Protection items against COVID-19 

5. Importance of Physical Distancing, Home Isolation and Medication 

 

The students can combine the above themes as well while preparing posters and videos. The 

videos and posters should comply with the guidelines of Govt. of India (MoH, Ayush etc.)  This 

competition will be conducted at both State (RCI) and National (NCI) levels. Cash prizes will 

be given at both the levels to the top 3 participants at each level.  

 

Cash Prizes by State (RCI) level 

 Videos Posters 
Ist Prize Rs. 10,000/- Rs. 4000/- 
2nd Prize Rs. 6,000/- Rs. 2,500/- 
3rd Prize Rs. 2,500/- Rs. 1,500/- 
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NCI will select TOP 3 POSTERS and VIDEOS at national level, based on the selection of 

posters and videos made at Regional level. Cash prizes will be given by NCI in the following 

manner :  

Cash Prizes by National (NCI) level 

 
Videos Posters 

1st Prize Rs. 21,000/- Rs. 7,000/- 

2nd Prize Rs. 11,000/- Rs. 5,000/- 

3rd Prize Rs. 7,000/- Rs. 2,500/- 

 

Important Pointers to be Noted:  

1. For the above-mentioned competition, only 2 students can take part from our institute. 

For the video making competition, the students can also form groups (should not exceed 

3 members) to participate.  

2. Students pursuing Graduation, Masters can participate.  

3. After initial screening, we will select Top 2 participants for the posters & 

videos separately, based on their poster/video submissions. The remaining top 10 

students will get participation certificate. 

4. All the students must submit an undertaking with the PI coordinators, mentioning that 

they have not violated any of the Govt. level norms prescribed for COVID-19.  

5. Posters and Videos should be based ONLY on the above mentioned themes.  

 

Guidelines for Poster making: 

1. Can be handmade/ digitally made 

2. Any written information shall be in Marathi 

3. Size: A4 

4. Theme: one or more themes can be incorporated (related to COVID-19 only) 

  

Guidelines for Video making: 

1. Not more than 2 minute duration 

2. Size < 15 MB 

3. Format : MP4 

4. Can be Self shot/ Animated 

5. Preferably in Marathi along with English/ Hindi subtitles 
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Guidelines for Participants: 

• One entry is permitted from every participant 

• Participants can send their entries in a Group/team (not more than 3 members) 

• Poster and Video should be on the suggested themes 

• Participants need to share his/her consent for UBA rights on usage of the Entries 

received 

• Participants to provide an undertaking mentioning that they have not violated any 

government norms prescribed for COVID-19 

Please refer to the below links for registering the above mentioned competition.  

 

Application Link for Video Competition : https://forms.gle/DBSiiAYkntin1VX27 

Application Link for Poster Competition : https://forms.gle/TAeB216JgDHCdPhC6 

 
Posters prepared by Students: 

 
Fig 1: Poster prepare of Swapnali Gogare (SY BTech) and Team  
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Fig 2: Poster prepare of Vaibhav Pangaonkar & Team (SY BTech) and Namrata Dhobale & Team 

 

The posters prepared by students shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2 above.  
 
Certificate of Students 

  
Fig 3: Student’s received Certificates of participation from RCI- IIT Bombay 

 

In this competition 48 students were participated, that is eight videos and eight posters from 16 

student groups. From these we have shortlisted two videos and two posters and submitted to 

state level competition that is to Regional Coordinating Institute (IIT Bombay). These students 

were received certificates from RCI, two copies displayed in Fig 3. 
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Hackathon for Rural Development 
 
Concept Note:  

 

The centralized technologies and urbanization, has given rise to serious problems like climate 

change due to rapid ecological degradation, crime and violence. To improve these problems, it 

is necessary to promote development of rural areas in tune with Gandhian vision of self-

sufficient ‘village republics’, based on local resources and using decentralized, eco-friendly 

technologies so that the basic needs of food, clothing, shelter, sanitation, health care, energy, 

livelihood, transportation, and education are locally met. This should be the vision of holistic 

development of villages. Presently, 70% of the population in India lives in rural areas engaged 

in agrarian economy with agriculture and allied sector employing 51% of the total work-force 

but accounting for only 17% of the country’s GDP. There are huge developmental disconnects 

between the rural and urban sectors such as inequity in health, education, incomes and basic 

amenities as well as employment opportunities. So far, our professional higher education 

institutions have largely been oriented to cater to the mainstream industrial sector and barring 

a few exceptions, have hardly contributed directly to the development of the rural sector. Unnat 

Bhārat Abhiyān (UBA) is a much needed and highly challenging initiative in this direction. 

UBA program was formally launched by the Ministry of Education (MoE) (formerly Ministry 

Human Resource Development (MHRD)) in presence of The President of India on 11th 

November, 2014.  

MIT Academy of Engineering is one of the participating institutes for UBA program. As a part 

of this UBA program, MIT AOE has adopted five villages located around the institute like 

Dhanore, Nirgudi, Pinpalgaon, Golegaon & Markal. Since 2018, Team UBA MITAOE had 

visited these adopted villages to identify the problems so that the issues can be resolved. 

The aim of "Hackathon for Rural Development" is to provide a platform for students to 

demonstrate solution to real problems identified from the UBA adopted villages. The selected 

problem statement and their “prototype designs” will be implemented & tested at adopted 

villages. 

 
Process of Students participation? 

We have prepared the list of problem statements identified during the visits to UBA adopted 

villages. Students who are willing to participate need to select one problem statement from the 
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list given below and provide the solution to it. The solution prototype can be interdisciplinary. 

During the competition, the student should discuss the proposed solution with prototype design. 

Students need to create a group of 3/4 members.  

 

Themes / Problem Statements 

Farming App for the farmers to sale their farming product  

App to share farming equipment 

Equipment for weeding grass & seed sowing 

Water Management River cleaning  

Water treatment 

Water supply system for Agriculture 

Rural Education Applications of IT in rural education 

Waste Management 

Electricity Management 

Rural Sanitization 

Rural Healthcare 

Other Amenities App to connect the villagers to Grampanchayat 

 

Program Committee (Team UBA MITAOE) 

Dr. Shrikant Salve, School of Computer Engg. & Tech. 

Dr. Abhijit Malge, School of Mechanical Engg. 

Dr. Surendra Barewar, School of Mechanical Engg. 

Mr. Bhaskar Vabhitkar, School of Mechanical Engg. 

Mrs. Shradha Shende, School of Chemical Engg. 

Mr. Nikhil Sardar, School of Electronics & Electrical Engg. 

Prof. S.S.Kabra, School of Electronics & Electrical Engg. 

 

Deadline for Submission of Entry: Sunday 10th April 2022 

 

Registration fees: Rs.100/- per group (to be paid in cash to the respective 

department program committee member mentioned above)  

Registration link: https://forms.gle/CtBzMTqYMayv8pYr9 
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Prizes First Prize:      Rs. 3000/- 

Second Prize: Rs. 2000/-  

Third Prize:     Rs. 1000/- 

 

Rules & Regulations 

1. The students from MIT Academy of Engineering can participate in this event. 

2. The participating student group should have 3 / 4 members. 

3. The group leader must complete the registration process by filling the provided 

google form.  

4. The student should pay the registration fees in cash to the respective department 

program committee member mentioned above after completing registration. 

5. During the registration process, students can choose the Theme / Problem Statement 

provided. 

6. The groups can provide the solution according to the chosen problem statement. The 

solution can be multidisciplinary. 

7. During the competition, the student groups should give the presentation and prototype 

demonstration of their proposed solution. The duration of the presentation followed 

by the question and answer session is 15 minutes.  

8. Certificates will be provided to all participating students.  

9. The selected projects will be implemented in UBA adopted villages. 

 

Benefits of ‘Hackathon for Rural India’ 

1. Hackathon for Rural India is organised by “UBA MITAOE Team” & this Unnat 

Bharat Abhiyaan (UBA) program was initiated by the Ministry of Education (MoE) 

(formerly Ministry Human Resource Development (MHRD), Govt. of India. 

2. The winners will get an opportunity to be part of “UBA MITAOE Team” to 

implement their “proposed solution” in adopted villages under UBA Program. Apart 

from the winning teams, any team proposing good solution will also get an 

opportunity to be part of “UBA MITAOE team”  

3. The selected projects proposing novel solutions will be converted into proposal for 

funding from UBA and other funding agencies like SERB, DST etc. 

4. The participation certificate has also value addition to student’s resume. 
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Report  
The aim of "Hackathon for Rural Development" is to provide a platform for students to 

demonstrate solution to real problems identified from the UBA adopted villages. The selected 

problem statements and their “prototype designs” will be implemented and tested at adopted 

villages.  

 
Fig: All participants group photo taken after Prize Distribution Function 

 

We have received forty one entries from different departments and year of students as shown 

in Fig 4 and Fig 5 respectively. As you can see in Fig 4, more entries that is 61% from Computer 

Department, 14% from ENTC and ETX department, 12% from Chemical Department, 9% 

from Civil and remaining from Mechanical Department. If we see in Fig 5, more than 50% of 

SY student’s participation in this Hackathon.  

 

 
Fig 4: Graph showing distribution of entries according to Branch of student 
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Fig 5: Graph showing distribution of entries according to Year of student 

 
We have received 41 group entries and 160 students participation in this Hackathon. From 

these 41 entries, we have shortlisted 37 groups and allowed then to present their prototype 

during this competition. The event has four parallel sessions, each session has 9 group 

presentation. Each session has two judges, faculty those have completed PhD and are from 

different departments. The judges are provided with the copy of rubrics for evaluation. The 

rubric has five criteria and each has ten score, so total score is out of 50.  The five criteria for 

evaluation are (a)Identification (Interdisciplinary nature) and relevance to the problem 

statement & event theme, (b)Background and Motivation, Feasibility- User study, 

(c)Knowledge and understanding of the problem, Team work (d)Prototype Design, 

(e)Presentation and Communication Skills.  

 

 
Fig 6: Student Presentation in Hackathon 
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We have chosen top eight groups (two groups from each session) based on judges scores. From 

top eight groups, we have selected top three groups by comparing their scores and watching 

their prototype videos.  

 
Fig 6: Price Distribution to Winners by Director Prof. Mahesh Goudar 

 

We have conducted the prize distribution ceremony at the end of the event. The Institute 

Director Prof. Mahesh Gaudar has distributed the prize money along with trophy and 

certificates to all winners. Also we have given the certificates to all participants who were 

presented their prototype in completion.   

 

Winner Details  

First Winner To improve classroom learning through 
increased engagement and interactivity by using 
features of Augmented Reality to develop rural  
education system in India 

Prajwal Chobitkar 
Prajyoti Patil 
Kunal Shinde 
 

Second 
Winner 

Polyaniline modified anode for the microbial 
fuel cell to  check the performance for electricity 
generation 

Nitin Bhale 
Anand Wawalkar 
Naim Fakar 
Shiwaji Nawale 

Third Winner Decentralized approach for wastewater 
management and water treatment in rural region. 

Varad Khandekar 
Milind Ujgare 
Kesharaj Tonage 
Ganesh Boyane 
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Conclusion 

 

We have successfully complete this Hackathon, with 160 student’s participation and 41 group 

entries. We have received very good projects apart from the winners. The winners will get an 

opportunity to be part of “UBA MITAOE Team” to implement their “proposed solution” in 

adopted villages under UBA Program. Apart from the winning teams, many teams have 

proposed good solution, they will also get an opportunity to be part of “UBA MITAOE team”. 

The selected projects proposing novel solutions will be converted into proposal for funding 

from UBA and other funding agencies like SERB, DST etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Submitted & Prepared by 

 

 

Dr. Shrikant Salve 

Co-ordinator UBA Cell MITAOE 



Activity Report: 

Behtar School Project 

Period: July 2018 to August 2018 

 

The digital divide in India has led to a massive learning loss for students in rural and 

urban areas alike. Access to technology and the internet is an urgent requirement and 

cannot be a luxury anymore, especially with this rising need for digitisation of 

education. Only about 20 percent of students in rural Maharashtra have access to 

digital education. Innovative use of digital initiatives can make a difference for creating 

vital impact, to solve some of the key issues in rural education in India. Visionary 

Fighters’ Behtar School is a project aimed at providing “Digital Infrastructure” to 

Government Primary Schools in Pune. We have helped two schools transformed 

digitally:- 

a) Government School No.2 Alandi 

b) Z.P. School Thakarwadi, Charholi Khurd Village 

 

Awareness sessions were conducted in the schools on digital infrastructure and 

career opportunities.  

 



 

 



 



Activity Report: 

 

Thakarwadi Rural Development Project 

 

Period: June 2018 to January 2019 

 

We adopted a village named Charholi Khurd, near Alandi-Pune. Thakarwadi is a 

tribal/Adivasi community in this Village. The student team worked for the upliftment of 

this community.  

Major areas of work included:  

1. Education 

2. Hunger 

3. Health 

4. Sanitation 

5. Computer literacy 

Through various initiatives, the team organized several CSR campaigns in the village, 

including Laptop Donation, School Kit Donations, etc. 



 

 

 



Activity Report: 
  
Project Saarthi - Skill Development Programme for Rural Women 
 
Period: 01st April to 21st April 2019 
 
A Skill Development Workshop was organized in Alandi-Pune for 100 Rural Women 

from 01 April to 21 April 2019. Students from MIT AOE volunteered to make this 

workshop a successful one.  

 

The skill development programs were conducted for these women which helped these 

women for upskilling and life skills. 

 

The hands-on training sessions were conducted related to weaving, stitching, cooking, 

home décor, basic health awareness, hygienic homes & cleaning, primary treatments 

etc 

 

 



 
 



Saksham
Amitkumar and his friends noticed the difference in education between privileged and underprivileged

children.They decided to address this issue through a people's movement for excellent education for all.

Amitkumar met with Dr. H.C Verma to discuss the education methodology in the Indian Education System.

In 2016, they started teaching slum children at their flat and saw great enthusiasm and improvement. They

later decided to teach local government school children as well. Their hard work has impacted over 1000

children's lives. The team believed that education was the key to addressing the educational disparity.

They started with sharing knowledge and time on weekends. The team's dedication to education has

made a positive impact on their community. The success of their efforts proves that people can come

together to make a difference in education.

2015
Foundation of organization

Description : Saksham is an organization that provides education and other essential resources to

underprivileged children to bridge the education gap between them and their more privileged peers. The

organization runs several programs, including a tuition program, extracurricular activities, and social welfare

programs, with the aim of improving the lives of underprivileged children and their families.

2016-2017
Saksham's first campaign

December 26th, 2016, Amravati 

Description : Saksham is a non-governmental organization (NGO) that started their first campaign on

December 26, 2016, in Amravati, a city located in the Indian state of Maharashtra.The NGO was

established with the aim of bridging the education gap that exists between children from economically

disadvantaged backgrounds and those from more privileged backgrounds. To achieve this objective,

Saksham runs several programs that cater to the needs of underprivileged children in the Amravati

region.One of the core programs offered by Saksham is a tuition program, where volunteers provide free

academic support to students from economically weaker sections of the society. This program ensures

that children who cannot afford private tuition still receive personalized academic assistance and are able

to excel in their studies.

2017-2018
Campaigns at Alandi

2017, Alandi 

We had several campaigns during the academic year. The goal of the modern educator is to irrigate desert

rather than tear down rainforests. Saksham's effort in Alandi Ashram was yet another triumph.None of us

are as intelligent as the others.This was Saksham's final campaign for the current academic year, and all

volunteers worked tirelessly throughout the year. We also like to thank Bhondre Sir for his advice and

assistance.

2018-2019
First campaign of the year 2018

June 15th, 2018, Alandi

Description : Saksham focuses on providing education and skill development opportunities to

underprivileged children and youth. The organization started its first campaign for the 2018-2019 academic

year on 15 June 2018 with the aim of reaching out to as many children as possible and providing them with

the necessary resources to succeed.Saksham's first campaign was a success, and the organization

continued to expand its programs and reach more children in the years that followed.Throughout the year,

Saksham continued to carry out campaigns aimed at providing education and skill development

opportunities to underprivileged children and youth in India.

Independence day

August 15th, 2018, Alandi

Description : Independence day was celebrated in Alandi Ashram with the kids.It was a joyful moment. The

children were told about the significance of India's independence and the struggles that people had to go

through to achieve it. They learned about the freedom fighters who sacrificed their lives in the fight for

independence. The children were also reminded of the importance of preserving our freedom and

respecting our country.Activities like games and music were conducted to make the day even more special

for the kids. They enjoyed playing games with each other and dancing to the music. The energy and

enthusiasm of the children were infectious, and everyone had a great time celebrating the occasion.

Book distribution drive

September 27th, 2018, Alandi

Description : The collaboration between Saksham and Spectrum MITAOE to organize a book distribution

drive at the Alandi Ashram is a great initiative towards promoting education among underprivileged

children. The drive aims to provide books and educational resources to children who may not have access

to them otherwise, thereby helping them build a better future.The event was honored by the presence of

Professor Satish Kabra, the faculty coordinator of Spectrum MITAOE. His time and guidance were greatly

appreciated, and his presence shows the support and recognition that this initiative is receiving from the

community.The distribution of books is a crucial aspect of promoting education as it provides the children

with the resources necessary to improve their knowledge and skills. By organizing such drives, Saksham

and Spectrum MITAOE are contributing towards building a brighter future for these children.

The Health is Wealth Fair

January 3rd, 2019, Alandi

Description: The Health is Wealth Fair was an exciting event that was recently organized by SAKSHAM for

the ashram kids. The fair was aimed at promoting health and wellness among the children by educating

them about the importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle. The event was a great success and it was a

testament to the hard work and dedication of all the volunteers who helped organize it.This year has been

particularly innovative for SAKSHAM, as the students have shown remarkable character in improving their

academic performance with the help of the volunteers. The volunteers have played a pivotal role in

providing the necessary guidance and support to the students, and their efforts have been reflected in the

academic progress of the students.

Blood Donation Camp

January 27th, 2019, Alandi

Description : The Padmini Charitable Trust recently organized a Blood Donation Camp on the auspicious

occasion of 26th January in association with Saksham. The camp was aimed at encouraging people to

donate blood and save lives. The event was a great success and it was a testament to the hard work and

dedication of all the volunteers who helped organize it.The Padmini Charitable Trust and Saksham are

committed to making a positive impact in the lives of people. They believe that every individual has the

power to make a difference and that small acts of kindness can go a long way in creating a better world.

The Blood Donation Camp is just one example of their commitment to this cause, and they plan to organize

more such events in the future.

Antyodaya Marathon

Februrary 19th, 2019, Alandi

Description : Padmini Charitable Trust and Saksham recently organized an event called Antyodaya

Marathon, which was aimed at bringing smiles to the faces of underprivileged children. The event was a

small effort from their side to spread happiness and joy among children who are often seen smiling despite

their difficult circumstances.The organizers distributed T-shirts, shoes, and tracksuits to every child who

participated in the marathon, making sure that they had the necessary clothing and gear to take part in the

event. The children were thrilled to be a part of the marathon and were excited to receive these gifts.A

carnival was also organized for the children, featuring their favorite cartoon character, Mickey. The children

were overjoyed to see their beloved character and enjoyed their time at the carnival. The organizers were

pleased to have Dr. Vaishali, Ad. SP, CID, Pune, as a special guest at the event. Her presence added to the

excitement of the children, and they were thrilled to meet her.

Saksham's STEM education program

June 10th, 2019, Alandi

Description : In the 2018-2019 academic year, a low-income student from Saksham's STEM education

program improved their performance from 35 to 59 marks in science and technology and from 30 to 50

marks in mathematics in the SSC board exams. Saksham's program provided the student with workshops,

mentoring, and career guidance, boosting their confidence and motivation. This success story showcases

the power of quality education and skill development opportunities in breaking the cycle of poverty and

promoting a brighter future.

2019-2020
Onigami-Trading-Banking

August 5th, 2019, Alandi

Description : Saksham's effort to teach poor youngsters financial literacy and business skills was a huge

success. The campaign's seminars and coaching helped youngsters learn how to make and market their

own paper items. The kids also taught the fundamentals of business, such as how to purchase and sell

items and how banks operate. The effort enabled the youngsters to become financially independent and

self-sufficient.The campaign was created to educate youngsters valuable life skills that they may apply for

the rest of their lives. The youngsters received vital entrepreneurial skills by learning how to manufacture

and sell their own items, which will help them establish their own enterprises in the future. Furthermore,

through learning the fundamentals of banking and finance, the children were better equipped to manage

their money and make informed financial decisions.

Independence Day Celebration

August 15th, 2019, Alandi

Description : Saksham's Independence Day celebration was a touching occasion that brought together

impoverished youngsters from all backgrounds. The celebration began with the raising of the Indian flag,

which was followed by cultural performances by youngsters. The performances highlighted India's great

range of culture and traditions, and the children's excitement and energy were contagious.Following the

presentations, the children were separated into groups and engaged in a variety of games and activities.

These exercises were created to encourage collaboration, creativity, and problem-solving abilities. The

youngsters were also able to connect with one another and create new friends.The remarks provided by

the mentors and volunteers were the highlight of the celebration. They discussed the sacrifices made by

our freedom warriors and the significance of maintaining their legacy.The children listened intently and

showed great interest in learning more about India's history.

Rakshabandhan Celebration

August 15th, 2019, Alandi

Description : On August 15, 2019, Rakshabandhan celebration was organized with the ashram kids at

Saksham NGO. The celebration was a very cheerful moment, and it brought a lot of joy and happiness to

everyone present.Rakshabandhan is a special occasion in India when sisters tie a sacred thread called

'Rakhi' on their brother's wrist, symbolizing the bond of love and protection between siblings. The

celebration is a beautiful expression of the love and affection between brothers and sisters.At the Saksham

NGO, the celebration was organized with the ashram kids, who are underprivileged children living in the

ashram. The event was aimed at spreading love, happiness, and joy among the children and making them

feel special.

New Branches of Saksham under #connect_to_educate

Team Shivaji Nagar

October 6th, 2019, Shivajinagar

Description : Teaching underprivileged children is a noble cause, and it can have a profound impact on their

lives. Education is the key to breaking the cycle of poverty and creating a better life for these children. By

providing education to underprivileged children, Saksham Shivajinagar is empowering them with the

necessary tools and skills to achieve their full potential.The new beginning for the kids is an opportunity to

create a better life for themselves and their families. It is a chance to break out of the cycle of poverty and

achieve success and happiness in life. By providing education to these children, Saksham Shivajinagar is

giving them a pathway to a better life.The campaign carried out by Saksham Shivajinagar is a testament to

their commitment to improving the lives of underprivileged children. It is a significant step towards creating

a more equitable and just society, where every child has access to quality education and the opportunity to

succeed in life.

Team Amravati

December 30th, 2019, Amravati

Description : Saksham celebrated a big milestone with the establishment of a new branch in Amravati. The

new learning centre allowed the organisation to broaden its reach and influence, allowing it to assist more

poor youngsters in the community.The centre was led by enthusiastic social reformers who were

committed to improving the lives of the children they served. They gave the youngsters the resources and

assistance they needed to achieve because of their hard work and dedication.The Amravati Learning

Centre was more than just a school for students. It was a secure and caring atmosphere in which students

could express themselves creatively, develop their abilities, and form meaningful relationships with their

peers and mentors.The center's programs were designed to promote holistic development, including

academic, social, emotional, and physical growth. The children had access to a wide range of activities,

including sports, music, art, and drama, which helped them develop their skills and talents in a fun and

engaging way.

Team Ajmer

January 5th, 2020, Ajmer

Description : Team Ajmer's first campaign was an important step in their endeavour to make a good

difference in their community. The initiative provided the team with the chance to engage with poor

youngsters and offer them with the materials and assistance they needed to build a brighter future for

themselves.But the initiative was about more than just aiding children. It was also a chance for the team

members to flourish as individuals. The team members got significant insights into the issues faced by poor

communities and ways in which they may assist solve those challenges via their contact with the

youngsters.Furthermore, the campaign provided an opportunity for team members to collaborate and hone

their collaboration and leadership abilities. By collaborating and supporting each other, the team members

were able to achieve their goals and make a positive impact in their community.

Team Noida

December 31st, 2019, Noida

Description : Noida has joined the #connect_to_educate initiative. This initiative aims to promote literacy

and education among underprivileged children, and it is heartening to see more and more people coming

together for this noble cause.By joining this initiative, Team Saksham, Noida is taking a significant step

towards improving the lives of underprivileged children. Education is the key to unlocking the full potential

of every child, and by promoting literacy, we are empowering children with the necessary skills and

knowledge to succeed in life.The enthusiasm shown by Team Saksham, Noida is inspiring and sets an

excellent example for others to follow. Their willingness to contribute towards this initiative is a testament

to their commitment towards creating a better future for underprivileged children.

Team Gaziabad

January 25th, 2020, Gaziabad

Description : It is fantastic to hear that Team Gaziabad has carried out a successful campaign under the

#connect_to_educate initiative. The campaign is a great step towards promoting education and literacy

among underprivileged children in the community.It is heartening to see that the team has been able to

connect with the children and teach them important skills that can have a significant impact on their lives.

By playing with the children, Team Gaziabad has not only created a fun and engaging learning environment

but has also shown them that learning can be enjoyable.The dedication and hard work of Team Gaziabad

are truly commendable, and it is wonderful to see that they are contributing to a noble cause. Through their

efforts, they are making a real difference in the lives of underprivileged children, and this is something that

should be celebrated.

Vatsalya 

November 19th, 2019, Shivajinagar

Description : The event was an excellent opportunity for the team to give back to the community by

distributing clothes, carnival items, and gifts to the children of Shivajinagar, Pune in the Rainbow House.The

act of distributing clothes, carnival items, and gifts is not just a gesture of kindness but a way of showing

the children that they are cared for and loved. The team's efforts to put together such an event show their

commitment to making a positive difference in the lives of underprivileged children.The Vatsalya event is a

great way to bring joy and happiness to children who may not have access to such luxuries regularly. It is a

way of creating memorable experiences for the children, and the team's efforts to put together such an

event are truly commendable.

Result of 2019-2020

July 29th, 2020, Alandi

Description : The SSC batch's triumph in July 2020 was a watershed event for everyone at the Amravati

Learning Centre. The accomplishment was not just about academic success, but also about the

transformational power of education, mentorship, and cooperation. Students that received a perfect score

were not only intelligent and gifted, but they had also experienced substantial personal growth and

development.The voyage was not simple, and there were several obstacles along the way. The students

and volunteers at the facility, on the other hand, shown unshakeable passion and dedication to their aims.

They practised early in the morning, encouraged one another, and pushed themselves to develop and

better every day.The SSC batch's accomplishment was the result of years of hard work and devotion from

everyone involved. 

2020-2021
Vatsalya 2020 Event

November 14th, 2020 ,India

Description : We organise an annual event named "Vatsalya" on November 14th, which is commemorated

as Children's Day in India. The major goal of this event was to bring happiness and joy to impoverished

children who lack fundamental educational prerequisites. The event was a huge success, and everyone

departed with a sense of achievement and pleasure.Our crew gave basic educational packages to the

youngsters as part of the event. Sketch pens, a 100-page register or notepad, a drawing book, a pencil,

sharpener, rubber, and a ruler were all included in these packages. These things were picked with the

children's needs and their passion of art and creativity in mind.The grins on the children's faces and the joy

in their eyes spoke to the event's success. 

Lockdown Period

January 21th, 2021, Shivajinagar

The year 2020 was a difficult one for all of us, full with uncertainty and anxiety as a result of the epidemic.

As the country went into lockdown to limit the spread of the illness,we were forced to postpone

our Sunday campaigns. Even amid these trying circumstances, your staff discovered ways to carry out

remote tasks in order to fulfil our purpose of assisting people in need.Despite the difficulties, your staff

remained optimistic and anxiously anticipated the day when everything would return to normal. As the

situation improved, our team carefully planned and gradually resumed our Sunday campaigns, taking all

required safeguards and safety steps to ensure everyone's safety.Everyone involved was overjoyed when

our family returned to Saksham. Team members' bright smiles and sharp minds were a monument to their

perseverance and hard work in the face of hardship. The team's endurance and resilience in the face of the

epidemic is an example to others and a reminder that even in the darkest of times, we can find ways to

make a good difference in the world.

Saksham's Covid Wing

Saksham has been working relentlessly for the past 6 years in the education sector to serve society

without accepting a single cash or any type of funding. The organization's commitment to serve the

community is genuinely inspiring, and their efforts have made a big difference in the lives of many

people.Saksham, in addition to their efforts in education, established a covid wing to assist individuals

during the epidemic. They had no contacts or ground support when they launched their campaign, but they

were determined to aid individuals in need. They personally called all of the contact information for covid

necessities that had been disseminated on social media, ensuring that those who were already suffering

would not encounter any delays in obtaining these.Despite the difficulties, Saksham's tiny endeavour was

able to provide a lot of people with the necessary materials. Their actions demonstrated their determination

and devotion to assisting people in need, even in the face of hardship. During the epidemic, their work was

extremely important since many individuals were unable to obtain needed supplies and services.

Result of 2020-2021

July 24th, 2021, Alandi

The announcement of this year's SSC results on the auspicious date of GuruPurnima was a joyous occasion

for everyone at Saksham. Saksham students often beat expectations, and this year was no exception.

Students' devotion and hard work, together with the tireless efforts of instructors and volunteers, have

once again produced exceptional outcomes.It's astonishing to imagine that Saksham began by teaching a

few children from a nearby slum. The eager faces, early mornings, late evenings, and enthusiasm to study

all spoke to the power of education and the potential that each and every child possesses. From teaching

kids fundamental arithmetic to watching them grow up and take board examinations,the journey has been

nothing short of beautiful.The transformation that has occurred in these students' lives demonstrates the

value of education and the influence it can have on individuals and communities. Saksham's tireless efforts

have provided these youngsters with the skills and resources they require to excel in all parts of their lives,

not just academics.Saksham's pupils' accomplishment is a source of pride and motivation for everyone

associated with the organisation. It serves as a reminder of the significance of education and offering

chances to people who would not otherwise have them. Saksham's influence on the lives of young people

will undoubtedly rise as the organisation grows and expands its reach.

2021-2022
Virtual Teaching Campaign's

October 10th, 2021

Description : Saksham's Virtual Teaching Campaigns were announced with tremendous enthusiasm and

delight by the organisation and the community. Despite the hurdles created by the epidemic, Saksham was

determined to keep learning going.Saksham's passion to education and inventive attitude were seen in the

Virtual Teaching Campaigns. The organisation was able to give quality education to students in the

comfort of their own homes by harnessing technology and adjusting to the new normal.The Sundays were

filled with laughter, colour, and the thrill of learning once more. Tables, spellings, and other interesting and

engaging tasks were added in the virtual classrooms to keep students motivated and engaged in their

studies.While the virtual teaching efforts were obviously difficult, Saksham rose to the occasion with zeal

and zeal. The hard effort and devotion of the instructors and volunteers who made these projects possible

is a testimonial to their success.As the globe grapples with the pandemic's problems, Saksham's virtual

teaching initiatives serve as a reminder that education is a critical and necessary aspect of our lives. We can

continue to provide chances for young people to learn, grow, and thrive by adjusting to changing

conditions and embracing innovation.

Vatsalya 2021

November 14th, 2021, India

Description : On November 14th, 2021, Saksham celebrated its annual event "Vatsalya," which is a day

dedicated to giving back to the community. This year, the organization decided to send out basic teaching

packages to students, which included small sketch pens, a 100-page register or notepad, a drawing book,

a pencil, sharpener, rubber, and a ruler.Despite the challenges posed by the pandemic, Saksham was

determined to make the event a success. The organization worked tirelessly to ensure that the teaching

packages were delivered to students in a timely and efficient manner.

Science Day

February 27, 2022

Saksham commemorated Science Day with much passion and excitement on February 27, 2022. The

organization's Sunday virtual campaign aimed to pique young people's interest in science.As children

engaged in numerous scientific experiments and activities, the day was full with laughter and learning.

Saksham's hardworking instructors and volunteers worked tirelessly to ensure the event's success, and the

children were engaged and excited throughout the day.Science Day provided an excellent chance for

youngsters to learn about the wonders of science and to satisfy their curiosity. Saksham was able to instill

a love of science in young minds by offering a joyful and engaging learning environment.The event

demonstrated Saksham's dedication to education and inventive spirit.By leveraging technology and

adapting to the new normal, the organization was able to provide quality education to students in the

comfort of their own homes.

2022-2023
Vatsalya 2022

November 14th, 2022, India

Description : Saksham's annual event "Vatsalya" was celebrated once again with great enthusiasm on

November 14th, 2022. The event has become a much-awaited tradition for the organization and its

supporters, and it is heartening to see that it continues to be celebrated with such zeal and passion.As part

of the event, Saksham distributed basic teaching packages to underprivileged children. The packages

contained essential items such as small sketch pens, a 100-page register or notepad, a drawing book, a

pencil, sharpener, rubber, and a ruler. These items are crucial for a child's education, and it's heartening to

see that Saksham is providing these essential items to children who may not have access to them

otherwise.The distribution of these packages is a testament to Saksham's commitment to improving the

lives of underprivileged children by providing them with access to quality education. By providing them with

these essential items, Saksham is making a significant impact on the lives of these children, and it's inspiring

to see that they continue to work towards this goal.

Expansion of Training Center's

Description : Saksham NGO has expanded its services and is now providing educational support to three

ashrams and three new learning centers. This growth is a testament to the dedication and hard work of the

volunteers and supporters who have been working tirelessly to improve the lives of underprivileged

children. With the expansion, Saksham is now able to reach out to even more children and provide them

with the resources and guidance they need to succeed in their academic pursuits. This growth also

indicates the increasing awareness and recognition of the organization's work in the community, and it is a

positive step towards creating a more equitable and just society for all. It is an exciting time for the

organization, and we look forward to seeing the positive impact it will continue to have on the community.
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